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Topological insulators 1.0   

Free electron band theory: 
two distinct insulating phases of electrons in the presence of time reversal symmetry. 

(i) Conventional Band Insulator

(ii) Topological Band Insulator (TBI)

In 3d the TBI requires spin-orbit coupling which destroys conservation of all components 
of spin (but preserves time reversal). 
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Properties of topological insulators 

Usual characterization: Non-trivial surface states with gapless 
excitations protected by some symmetry 

2d:  `helical edge modes’ 3d:  odd number of Dirac cones
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 Topological insulators 2.0
Strongly correlated topological insulators  

Interaction dominated phases as topological insulators? 

Theory: 
Move away from the crutch of free fermion Hamiltonians and band 
topology. 

Experiment: 
SmB6 ?? (Fisk et al, Paglione et al,  Xia et al, 2012 following theory 
suggestion of Dzero, Sun,Galitski, Coleman, 2010)

A ``Kondo insulator” 
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 Some questions about interacting topological 
insulators 

1.  Are there new phases that have no non-interacting counterpart? 

2.  Physical properties? 

3. Experimental realization? 
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 Some questions about interacting topological 
insulators 

1.  Are there new phases that have no non-interacting counterpart? 

2.  Physical properties? 

3. Experimental realization? 

First refine
the question
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How to generalize 3d topological insulators to 
interacting electrons?  

Some simple guidelines. 

1. Same realistic symmetry as Topological Band Insulator (TBI): 
charge conservation, time reversal*

2. TBI phases are ``short range entangled” (have unique bulk ground state, no 
`fractional’ excitations, etc). 

Restrict to interacting ``short range entangled” phases. 

If either of these restrictions is removed there will be a richer set of answers but 
this is the `minimum’ generalization that is also practical. 

 
*Symmetry U(1) ⋉ Z2

T  (U(1): charge conservation; Z2
T: time reversal) 
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Aside: short versus long range entangled phases  

``Exotic” gapped Phases of Matter

- phases with ``intrinsic” topological quantum order, fractional quantum numbers
(eg, fractional quantum Hall state, gapped quantum spin liquids)

 
Emergent non-local structure in ground state wavefunction: 

Characterize as ``long range quantum entanglement” 

 
Topological band insulators do not have ``intrinsic” topological order 
and are ``short range entangled”. 
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 Some questions about interacting topological 
insulators 

1.  Are there new phases that have no non-interacting counterpart? 

2.  Physical properties? 

3. Experimental realization? 

First refine
the question

Refined question:  Phases and properties of interacting `short 
range entangled’ electronic topological insulators with `realistic’ 

symmetry U(1) ⋉ Z2
T? 
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Plan of talk

1.  Lightning review of free fermion topological insulators

2. A very useful detour: bosonic topological insulators in 3d 
(review) 

3. 3d Electron TIs 

- new Z23 classification 

- description of the new interacting TIs
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Review: free fermion 3d topological insulators

 

Characterize by 

1. presence/absence of non-trivial surface states

2. EM response

Surface states:  Odd number of Dirac cones

Trivial gapped/localized insulator not possible at surface
so long as T-reversal is preserved (even with disorder) 
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Review: free fermion topological insulators

 

EM response: Surface quantum Hall Effect
is still too small to be explained by the surface states
alone. However, the low-temperature transport exhibits
interesting 2D mesoscopic effects that are not com-
pletely understood !Checkelsky et al., 2009". Doping
Bi2Se3 with copper leads to a metallic state that shows
superconducting behavior #Fig. 17!b"$ below 3.8 K
!Wray et al., 2009; Hor, Williams, et al., 2010". This has
important ramifications for some of the devices pro-
posed in Sec. IV.

V. EXOTIC BROKEN SYMMETRY SURFACE PHASES

Now that the basic properties of topological insulators
have been established, we may ask what can be done
with them. In this section we argue that the unique prop-
erties of topological insulator surface and edge states are
most dramatic if an energy gap can be induced in them.
This can be done by breaking T symmetry with an exter-
nal magnetic field !Fu and Kane, 2007" or proximity to a
magnetic material !Qi, Hughes, and Zhang, 2008", by
breaking gauge symmetry due to proximity to a super-
conductor !Fu and Kane, 2008", or by an excitonic insta-
bility of two coupled surfaces !Seradjeh, Moore, and
Franz, 2009". In this section we review the magnetic and
superconducting surface phases.

A. Quantum Hall effect and topological magnetoelectric effect

1. Surface quantum Hall effect

A perpendicular magnetic field will lead to Landau
levels in the surface electronic spectrum and the quan-
tum Hall effect. The Landau levels for Dirac electrons
are special, however, because a Landau level is guaran-
teed to exist at exactly zero energy !Jackiw, 1984". This
zero Landau level is particle-hole symmetric in the sense
that the Hall conductivity is equal and opposite when
the Landau level is full or empty. Since the Hall conduc-
tivity increases by e2 /h when the Fermi energy crosses a
Landau level the Hall conductivity is half integer quan-
tized !Zheng and Ando, 2002",

!xy = !n + 1/2"e2/h . !17"

This physics has been demonstrated in experiments on
graphene !Novoselov et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2005".
However, there is an important difference. In graphene
Eq. !17" is multiplied by 4 due to the spin and valley
degeneracy of graphene’s Dirac points, so the observed
Hall conductivity is still integer quantized. At the sur-
face of the topological insulator there is only a single
Dirac point. Such a “fractional” integer quantized Hall
effect should be a cause for concern because the integer
quantized Hall effect is always associated with chiral
edge states, which can only be integer quantized. The
resolution is the mathematical fact that a surface cannot
have a boundary. In a slab geometry shown in Fig. 18!a",
the top and bottom surfaces are necessarily connected to
each other and will always be measured in parallel !Fu
and Kane, 2007", doubling the 1/2. The top and bottom

can share a single chiral edge state, which carries the
integer quantized Hall current.

A related surface quantum Hall effect, called the
anomalous quantum Hall effect, can be induced with the
proximity to a magnetic insulator. A thin magnetic film
on the surface of a topological insulator will give rise to
a local exchange field that lifts the Kramers degeneracy
at the surface Dirac points. This introduces a mass term
m into the Dirac equation #Eq. !16"$, as in Eq. !4". If the
EF is in this energy gap, there is a half integer quantized
Hall conductivity !xy=e2 /2h !Pankratov, 1987", as dis-
cussed in Sec. II.B.2. This can be probed in a transport
experiment by introducing a domain wall into the mag-
net. The sign of m depends on the direction of the mag-
netization. At an interface where m changes sign #Fig.
18!d"$ there will be a 1D chiral edge state, analogous to
unfolding the surface in Fig. 18!b".

2. Topological magnetoelectric effect and axion electrodynamics

The surface Hall conductivity can also be probed
without the edge states either by optical methods or by
measuring the magnetic field produced by surface cur-
rents. This leads to an intriguing topological magneto-
electric effect !Qi, Hughes, and Zhang, 2008; Essin,
Moore, and Vanderbilt, 2009". Imagine a cylindrical to-
pological insulator with magnetically gapped surface
states and an electric field E along its axis. The azi-
muthal surface Hall current !e2 /2h"%E% leads to a
magnetic-dipole moment associated with a magnetiza-
tion M="E, where the magnetoelectric polarizability is
given by "=e2 /2h.

A field theory for this magnetoelectric effect can be
developed by including a # term in the electromagnetic
Lagrangian, which has a form analogous to the theory of
axion electrodynamics that has been studied in particle
physics contexts !Wilczek, 1987",
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FIG. 18. !Color online" Surface quantum Hall effect. !a" The
Dirac spectrum is replaced by Landau levels in an orbital mag-
netic field. !b" The top and bottom surfaces share a single chi-
ral fermion edge mode. !c" A thin magnetic film can induce an
energy gap at the surface. !d" A domain wall in the surface
magnetization exhibits a chiral fermion mode.
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Domain wall between opposite T-breaking regions: chiral edge mode of 2d
fermion IQHE
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Review: Free fermion topological insulators
Axion Electrodynamics

EM response of any 3d insulator

Leff = LMax + L� (1)

L� =
�

4⇥2
⌅E. ⌅B

Under T -reversal, � ⇥ ��.
Periodicity � ⇥ � + 2⇥: only � = n⇥ consistent with T -reversal.
Domain wall with � = 0 insulator: Surface quantum Hall e�ect

⇤xy =
�

2⇥

Free fermion TI: � = ⇥.
Interpretation of periodicity:
� ⇥ � + 2⇥: deposit a 2d fermion IQHE at surface.
Not a distinct state.

Qi, Hughes, Zhang, 09
Essin, Moore, Vanderbilt, 09
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Consequences of axion response: Witten effect

External magnetic monopole in EM field:

θ term => monopole has electric charge θ/2π. 

(``Witten dyons”). 

L✓ =
✓

4⇡2
~E. ~B

= � ✓

4⇡2
~rA0. ~B + . . . .

=
✓

4⇡2
A0

~r. ~B
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A very useful detour: Bosonic topological insulators 

Why study bosons?

1. Non-interacting bosons necessarily trivial - so must deal with an interacting 
theory right away

Necessitates thinking more generally about TI phases without the aid of a free 
fermion model. 

2. Natural realizations in quantum spin systems

Is there a spin analog of a topological insulator, i.e a ``Topological Paramagnet”
(as distinct from a ``Quantum spin liquid”)?

(Other realizations: cold atoms)

3. Correlated bosons are stepping stone to correlated fermions. 

Focus on some boson TIs with time reversal in 3d. 
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Physics of 3d boson topological insulators 

 1.  Quantized magneto-electric effect (axion angle θ = 2π or even 0)

2.   Emergent exotic (fermionic, Kramers or both) vortices at surface, ....

3.   Related exotic bulk monopole of external EM field (fermion, Kramers, 
or both) (Wang, TS, 2013; Metlitski, Kane, Fisher, 2013). 

Vishwanath, TS, 2013
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3d boson topological insulators-I: EM response

Vishwanath, TS, 2012

Depending on how T-reversal is realized distinct bosonic TIs exist with θ 
= 2π  or even with θ = 0.  

For bosons, ✓ = 2⇡ is distinct from ✓ = 0.

Surface of ✓ = 2⇡ requires the 3d bulk.

✓ ! ✓ + 4⇡ is trivial.

Related to even integer 
quantization of σxy for 2d 
bosons IQHE
(Y.M. Lu, Vishwanath, 2012; 
TS, M. Levin, 2013)
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3d boson topological insulators-II: surface physics 

 
Surface either spontaneously breaks symmetry or, if gapped, has 
`intrinsic’ topological order (even though bulk does not). 

Nicely captured in vortex description of surface: 

Conventional 2d bosons: charge-vortex duality

Dual Landau-Ginzburg description in terms of bosonic vortex field
- condense vortex to get trivial insulator. 

3d boson TI surface: unusual surface vortex  (eg: fermionic, Kramers or 
both) => cannot condense to get trivial gapped insulator. 

2

symmetry. The most familiar example of such a phase is
a Fermi liquid but gapless spin liquids and various non-
fermi liquid phases provide other examples. Other exam-
ples of exotic gapless states include deconfined quantum
critical points2, which nevertheless may occur between
conventional phases of matter. It has become clear that
all these “exotic” phases have some emergent non-local
structure in their ground state wavefunction. This non-
locality is loosely captured by saying that the local de-
grees of freedom have long range entanglement in the
ground state wavefunction.

More recently it has become clear that some of the
interesting properties of such exotic phases are also
shared by phases with only short ranged entanglement.
The best example is provided by free fermion insula-
tors/superconductors with topological band structure3.
As is well known these insulators have non-trivial pro-
tected surface states but only have short range entangle-
ment.

Let us now generalize the concept of a topological
insulator. Consider a system of interacting bosons or
fermions in d dimensions, possibly including global sym-
metries. Assume that there is a unique ground state with
gapped excitations on all closed manifolds i.e. there is
no topological order . We refer to such phases as Short
Range Entangled ( SRE) states58. Do distinct such SRE
quantum phases of matter exist that share the same sym-
metry, but di�er at the level of topology? A possible dis-
tinction, for example, is presence of protected states at
the boundaries.

It is interesting to pose this question for interaction
dominated phases of matter, i.e phases that require in-
teractions between the underlying particles to stabilize
them. A classic example (one which is the subject of this
paper) are gapped phases of interacting bosons. When a
global U(1) symmetry is present, associated with boson
number conservation, such phases correspond to bosonic
insulators. For bosons the non-interacting limit is a sim-
ple condensate so that interactions are necessary to sta-
bilize insulating phases.

Recently there has been much progress in identify-
ing such topological phases of bosons in diverse dimen-
sions. In one spatial dimension (1D), these include
states like the Haldane (or AKLT) state of gapped spin-
1 chains4. Using the matrix product representation of
gapped states5–8 they are argued to be classified by pro-
jective representations of the symmetry group (G) or
equivalently by the second group cohomology of sym-
metry group G. While in 2D and 3D such rigorous re-
sults are not available, recently, Chen, Liu, Gu and Wen9

have proposed that SRE topological phases of bosons are
captured by the higher dimensional cohomology groups.
While Chen et al.9 restrict attention to the non-chiral
subset of these states (i.e. ones that do not have a net
imbalance of left and right movers at the edge of ) pro-
tected by symmetry, Kitaev10 has also considered chiral
states. An explicit example of such a phase in d = 2 was
constructed by Levin and Gu11. Later, in two dimensions

FIG. 1: Schematic depiction of a 3D symmetry protected
topological phase, with two conserved species of bosons
(U(1)�U(1)) and time reversal symmetry (ZT

2 ). The bulk
is insulating and corresponds to a condensate of vortices of
both species (shown as black and white loops). In the topo-
logical phase, the vortex line of one species that ends on a
surface carries half charge of the other species. Such a sur-
face, it may be argued, does not have a trivial gapped phase,
where the symmetries are preserved. Pictorially, the vortex
lines may be viewed in 1D Haldane phases, with half charged
end states.

many of these results were obtained in a simpler way us-
ing a Chern-Simons approach12. The classification shows
that interaction-dominated phases of bosons with a bulk
gap and a unique ground state on closed manifolds exist
that have non-trivial surface states. For instance in d = 2
bosons with a conserved global U(1) but no other sym-
metries have an “integer quantum Hall state” with non-
trivial protected edge states but no fractional bulk excita-
tions. In particular, the quantized Hall conductance was
predicted12 to be an even integer in units of q2/h, where
q is the elementary charge of the bosons. Very recently
a simple physical realization of such a bosonic integer
quantum Hall e�ect has been provided, and its proper-
ties shown to agree with the formal classification13. In
general, depending on the detailed symmetry group and
dimensionality of the system, a variety of such “Sym-
metry Protected Topological” (SPT) phases have been
argued to exist. In d = 1 or in d = 2 we have a fair un-
derstanding of the universal physical properties of these
SPT phases. However in d = 3, though the cohomology
classification allows for the existence of a number of dif-
ferent SPT phases, including bosonic generalizations of
topological insulators, their physical properties have not
thus far been elucidated. This will be our primary task.
Potentially, the approach here could also serve to inde-
pendently classify these phases, which however is left for
future work.

Surface States and Projective Vortices: Typically,
physical manifestations of topological phases involve pro-
tected surface states and/or a quantized response. We
show that 3D SRE bosonic topological phases can also
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 3d boson topological insulators-III: exotic bulk 
monopole

External EM field: what happens to bulk monopole? 

 
 `Bulk-edge correspondence’:
bulk monopole created at surface by surface vortex of dual LGW theory
=> exotic monopole (fermion, Kramers or both) (Wang, TS, 2013). 

 
See also Metlitski et al 2013: different argument for 3d for θ = 2π TI 
directly from θ response  and a nice use of exotic monopole  to constrain 
surface physics. 
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Surface topological order of 3d SPTs

 3d SPT surface can have intrinsic topological order though 
bulk does not (Vishwanath, TS, 2012). 

Resulting symmetry preserving gapped surface state realizes 
symmetry `anomalously’. 

Targetting such `anamolous’ surface topological ordered state 
has been fruitful in microscopic constructions of boson TIs
(Wang, TS, 2013; Burnell, Chen, Fidkowski, Vishwanath, 2013)  

Crucial connection to questions of legitimate symmetry 
realization in 2d highly entangled states. 

Eg: what kinds of  Z2 quantum spin liquids with symmetry are 
legal in strict 2d systems?  

e

Phase of  π

m
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Explicit construction of 3d boson SPTs 

Strategy: stacked layers of Z2 topological ordered (``toric code”) phases 
with symmetry allowed in strict 2d. 

Transition to confine all bulk topological quasiparticles but leave deconfined 
surface topological order. 

Engineer surface topological order specific to SPT surface. 

C. Wang, TS, 2013
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Explicit construction of a 3d boson SPT 

 

8

densed, where i is the layer index running from 1 to
N ! 2. Note that the eimi+1ei+2 all have bosonic self
and bosonic mutual statistics so that they may be si-
multaneously condensed. As illustrated in Figure 1, this
procedure confines all the non-trivial quasi-particles in
the bulk. However four particles on the surfaces survive
as the only deconfined objects: e1,m1e2, eN ,mNeN!1.
Notice that e1 and m1e2 are mutual semions and have
self-boson statistics. Thus they form a Z2 liquid at the
top surface. Similarly eN and mNeN!1 are self bosons,
have mutual semion statistics and form a Z2 liquid at the
bottom surface. The key point however is that all these
particles have T 2 = !1. Thus either surface is in the
eTmT state though the bulk has no exotic excitations.
By the analysis above we identify this with the 3d SPT
state with ZT

2 symmetry.
This construction can be immediately generalized to

other SPT states. For example, to get the eCmC (or
eCTmCT ) state with U(1) ! ZT

2 or U(1) " ZT
2 symme-

try, just stack layers of eC (or eCT ) states and condense
eimi+1ei+2.
Most interestingly, the all-fermion Z2 surface topologi-

cal state with global ZT
2 symmetry, which is quite hard to

construct using other methods, can also be constructed in
this way: simply start with stacked 2d Z2 liquids where
all particles e,m, ! are invariant under T -reversal. Such a
Z2 state is obviously allowed in strict 2d. Now condense
!imi+1!i+2 instead of eimi+1ei+2 in the above construc-
tions, where !i = eimi is the fermion in the 2d Z2 gauge
theory. Again the !imi+1!i+2 have both self and mutual
boson statistics so that they may be simultaneously con-
densed. This confines all bulk topological quasiparticles.
The surviving surface quasi-particles will be !1,m1!2 at
the top surface and !N ,mN !N!1 at the bottom surface.
These particles are all fermions, and the two particles at
either surface have mutual semion statistics. It follows
that either surface realizes the all-fermion Z2 topological
order but now in the presence of ZT

2 symmetry. We have
thus explicitly constructed the SPT phase discussed in
Section. III.
This coupled layer construction gives very strong sup-

port to the results of Ref. 8 on the various SPT phases.
In particular it removes any concerns on the legitimacy
of the state of Sec. III with ZT

2 symmetry not currently
present in the cohomology classification.

V. RELATION WITH BULK TOPOLOGICAL
FIELD THEORIES

Here we provide an understanding of the results ob-
tained above from topological field theories in the bulk.
It was shown in Ref. 8 that bosonic topological insulators
in 3d with (U(1))N symmetry has a bulk response to ex-
ternal ‘probe’ gauge fields AI characterized by a "-term
with " = #:

L! =
"

8#2
KIJ!

ijkl$iA
I
j$kA

J
l . (16)

1
m e

2
e m

3
m e

4
e m

5
m e

6
e m

FIG. 1. Coupled-layer construction of SPT states. The parti-
cle composite in the ellipses are condensed, and only the four
surface particles in the dotted ellipses survived as deconfined
topological quasi-particles.

If under symmetry transformations (e.g. time-reversal)
the "-angle transforms as " # !", then the " = # term
is symmetric in the bulk, but on the boundary it re-
duces to a (mutual) Chern-Simons term with symmetry-
violating responses. This was a familiar issue in the non-
interacting fermionic topological insulator, where a single
Dirac cone was introduced on the boundary to cancel the
time-reversal violating response through parity anomaly.

In our cases let us understand how this works out when
the surface is in a symmetry preserving gapped topolog-
ical ordered phase of the kind studied in this paper. We
will show that the symmetries of the topological order
on the boundary are such as to cancel the Chern-Simons
response arising from the "-term. To illustrate the idea
we take KIJ = %x which applies to a large class of SPT
phases in 3d. This will give a mutual Chern-Simons term
on the boundary

LCS =
1

4#
!ijkA1,i$jA2,k. (17)

This term alone would give a response that breaks time-
reversal symmetry. To cure it we put a Z2 topological
liquid on the boundary, with the e and m particles cou-
pling to A1,2 respectively. The Lagrangian is given by

LZ2 =
1

#
!ijka1,i$ja2,k+

1

2#

!
!ijkA1,i$ja1,k + !ijkA2,i$ja2,k

"
.

(18)
Integrating out a1,2 induces a mutual Chern-Simons term
for A1,2 which exactly cancels what arose from the bulk
"-term and hence restores time-reversal symmetry.

The topological ordered states with symmetry that
are forbidden in strict 2d realize the symmetry in an
‘anamolous’ way. The corresponding topological field
theories cannot be given consistent lattice regularizations
which implement the symmetry in a local manner. The
discussion in this section illustrates how these theories
can nevertheless be given a higher dimensional regular-
ization as the boundary of a non-anomalous field theory.
This has the same essence with the anomaly cancellation
in free fermion TI. It will be interesting for the future to
have criteria to directly identify such ‘anamolous’ sym-
metry in a topological field theory.

1. Each layer: e is charge 1/2, m is charge 0. 

2. Condense ei mi+1 ei+2 (all self and mutual 
bosons)

=> confine all bulk quasiparticles

3. Surface: e1, m1e2 survive (at top surface)

These are mutual semions, and self-bosons
=> surface Z2 topological order

Both carry charge-1/2

=> known surface topological order of 3d SPT. 

C. Wang, TS, 2013
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Comments 

 1. This coupled layer construction can be generalized to all the SPTs with 
various symmetries studied in Vishwanath, TS, PR X, 2013. 

2. Nice example: very simple construction of boson SPT states with only T-
reversal including one `beyond cohomology’ classification of Chen, Gu, Liu, 
and Wen (2011). 

*Note: SPT: ``Symmetry Protected Topological” (more general name for 
topological insulators particularly appropriate when there is no conserved 
charge). 
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Boson SPT states with only T-reversal

 Eg: Spin system with T-reversal and no other symmetries

What are SPT states? 
``Time reversal protected topological paramagnets” 

Cohomology approach: Z2 classification => one non-trivial state

But we find the correct classification is Z22. 

Extra root state `beyond cohomology’. 
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Boson SPT states with only T-reversal: 
``Within cohomology” state

Surface topological order is best available characterization. 

Z2 gauge theory (``toric code”) where both e and m are Kramers 
doublets (not possible in 2d with T-reversal). 

Coupled layer construction: 
1. Each layer: conventional 2d Z2 spin liquid where ei is Kramers doublet, mi is singlet. 

2. Condense ei mi+1 ei+2 (all self and mutual 
bosons)

=> confine all bulk quasiparticles

3. Surface: e1, m1e2 survive (at top surface)

These are mutual semions, and self-bosons
=> surface Z2 topological order, both e1, m1e2 are Kramers. 
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densed, where i is the layer index running from 1 to
N ! 2. Note that the eimi+1ei+2 all have bosonic self
and bosonic mutual statistics so that they may be si-
multaneously condensed. As illustrated in Figure 1, this
procedure confines all the non-trivial quasi-particles in
the bulk. However four particles on the surfaces survive
as the only deconfined objects: e1,m1e2, eN ,mNeN!1.
Notice that e1 and m1e2 are mutual semions and have
self-boson statistics. Thus they form a Z2 liquid at the
top surface. Similarly eN and mNeN!1 are self bosons,
have mutual semion statistics and form a Z2 liquid at the
bottom surface. The key point however is that all these
particles have T 2 = !1. Thus either surface is in the
eTmT state though the bulk has no exotic excitations.
By the analysis above we identify this with the 3d SPT
state with ZT

2 symmetry.
This construction can be immediately generalized to

other SPT states. For example, to get the eCmC (or
eCTmCT ) state with U(1) ! ZT

2 or U(1) " ZT
2 symme-

try, just stack layers of eC (or eCT ) states and condense
eimi+1ei+2.
Most interestingly, the all-fermion Z2 surface topologi-

cal state with global ZT
2 symmetry, which is quite hard to

construct using other methods, can also be constructed in
this way: simply start with stacked 2d Z2 liquids where
all particles e,m, ! are invariant under T -reversal. Such a
Z2 state is obviously allowed in strict 2d. Now condense
!imi+1!i+2 instead of eimi+1ei+2 in the above construc-
tions, where !i = eimi is the fermion in the 2d Z2 gauge
theory. Again the !imi+1!i+2 have both self and mutual
boson statistics so that they may be simultaneously con-
densed. This confines all bulk topological quasiparticles.
The surviving surface quasi-particles will be !1,m1!2 at
the top surface and !N ,mN !N!1 at the bottom surface.
These particles are all fermions, and the two particles at
either surface have mutual semion statistics. It follows
that either surface realizes the all-fermion Z2 topological
order but now in the presence of ZT

2 symmetry. We have
thus explicitly constructed the SPT phase discussed in
Section. III.
This coupled layer construction gives very strong sup-

port to the results of Ref. 8 on the various SPT phases.
In particular it removes any concerns on the legitimacy
of the state of Sec. III with ZT

2 symmetry not currently
present in the cohomology classification.

V. RELATION WITH BULK TOPOLOGICAL
FIELD THEORIES

Here we provide an understanding of the results ob-
tained above from topological field theories in the bulk.
It was shown in Ref. 8 that bosonic topological insulators
in 3d with (U(1))N symmetry has a bulk response to ex-
ternal ‘probe’ gauge fields AI characterized by a "-term
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FIG. 1. Coupled-layer construction of SPT states. The parti-
cle composite in the ellipses are condensed, and only the four
surface particles in the dotted ellipses survived as deconfined
topological quasi-particles.

If under symmetry transformations (e.g. time-reversal)
the "-angle transforms as " # !", then the " = # term
is symmetric in the bulk, but on the boundary it re-
duces to a (mutual) Chern-Simons term with symmetry-
violating responses. This was a familiar issue in the non-
interacting fermionic topological insulator, where a single
Dirac cone was introduced on the boundary to cancel the
time-reversal violating response through parity anomaly.

In our cases let us understand how this works out when
the surface is in a symmetry preserving gapped topolog-
ical ordered phase of the kind studied in this paper. We
will show that the symmetries of the topological order
on the boundary are such as to cancel the Chern-Simons
response arising from the "-term. To illustrate the idea
we take KIJ = %x which applies to a large class of SPT
phases in 3d. This will give a mutual Chern-Simons term
on the boundary

LCS =
1

4#
!ijkA1,i$jA2,k. (17)

This term alone would give a response that breaks time-
reversal symmetry. To cure it we put a Z2 topological
liquid on the boundary, with the e and m particles cou-
pling to A1,2 respectively. The Lagrangian is given by

LZ2 =
1

#
!ijka1,i$ja2,k+

1

2#

!
!ijkA1,i$ja1,k + !ijkA2,i$ja2,k

"
.

(18)
Integrating out a1,2 induces a mutual Chern-Simons term
for A1,2 which exactly cancels what arose from the bulk
"-term and hence restores time-reversal symmetry.

The topological ordered states with symmetry that
are forbidden in strict 2d realize the symmetry in an
‘anamolous’ way. The corresponding topological field
theories cannot be given consistent lattice regularizations
which implement the symmetry in a local manner. The
discussion in this section illustrates how these theories
can nevertheless be given a higher dimensional regular-
ization as the boundary of a non-anomalous field theory.
This has the same essence with the anomaly cancellation
in free fermion TI. It will be interesting for the future to
have criteria to directly identify such ‘anamolous’ sym-
metry in a topological field theory.

AV, TS 12
C. Wang, TS, 13
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Beyond cohomology state 

Surface topological order: 
T-reversal invariant `all fermion’ Z2 gauge theory where all three 
topological quasiparticles are fermions
(Not possible in strict 2d with T-reversal). 

Coupled layer construction: Start with trivial realization of T-reversal in each 
2d layer, condense εimi+1εi+2 . 

T-broken `confined’ surface: quantized thermal Hall effect

Domain wall: edge modes of 2d chiral boson integer quantum Hall state. 

 
 


xy

= ±4.

AV, TS 12
C. Wang, TS, 13
Burnell, Fidkowski, Chen, AV 13 
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 Summary of boson detour 

Many new and useful non-perturbative ideas to discuss topological 
insulator/SPT states. 

Surface topological order of 3d SPT a very useful characterization. 
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Electronic topological insulators
(Chong Wang, A.Potter, TS 2013)
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The problem 

Electronic insulators with no bulk topological order/fractionalization (``short range 
entangled”). 

 
Realistic Symmetry: charge conservation, T-reversal (strong spin orbit => spin not conserved). 

Band theory: Z2 classification 

Beyond band theory:  Strong correlations + strong spin-orbit

How many such phases for there with strong interactions? 

What are their physical properties? 
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The answer 

 

 

3d electronic insulators  with charge conservation/T-reversal classified by Z23

(corresponding to total of 8 distinct phases). 

3 `root’ phases: 
Familiar topological band insulator, two new phases obtained as electron Mott insulators 
where spins form a spin-SPT (topological paramagnets). 

 

Classification of interacting electronic topological insulators in three dimensions

Chong Wang, Andrew C. Potter and T. Senthil
Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

(Dated: June 21, 2013)

Recent theoretical and experimental work has uncovered two distinct classes of time-reversal sym-
metric band-insulators in three-dimensions: 1) ordinary band-insulators and 2) topological insulators
with protected surface states. A fundamental open problem is how this dichotomy is modified in
the presence of strong electron interactions. In this paper we show that there are 6 new topological
insulators that have no non-interacting counterpart. Combined with the previously known band-
insulators, these produce a total of 8 topologically distinct phases. We prove that these 8 phases
form a complete list of all possible interacting topological insulators, and are classified by a Z3

2

group-structure. Two of the new topological insulators have a simple physical description as Mott
insulators in which the electron spins form quantum paramagnets with protected surface states.
These are spin analogs of the familiar topological band-insulator. The remaining are obtained as
combinations of these two ‘topological paramagnets’ and the topological band insulator. In addi-
tion, using a fully non-perturbative approach, we elucidate the essential role of the half-integer spin
structure of the electron for producing the topological magneto-electric e↵ect.

The theoretical discovery of electronic topological
insulators/superconductors1 has prompted a large body
of work studying their physical and mathematical prop-
erties. For free fermion models of such insulators there
is, by now, a mature understanding of the distinct such
possible phases2. The free fermion topological phases
have non-trivial surface states that are protected by some
global internal symmetry.

Very recently attention has focused on the interplay be-
tween strong electron interactions and the phenomenon
of topological insulation. Can interaction dominated
phases be in a topological insulating state? Are there
new kinds of topological insulators that might exist in
interacting electron systems that have no non-interacting
counterpart? How do we think generally about a topolog-
ical insulator without the crutch of a free fermion model?

In addressing these questions it is useful to first dis-
tinguish the topological insulator from a di↵erent class
of more exotic topological phases - ones with a bulk gap
but with “intrinsic” topological order3 as exemplified by
the fractional quantum Hall states. Intrinsically topo-
logically ordered phases have multiple ground states on
topologically non-trivial manifolds, and in the presence of
symmetry may exhibit excitations with fractionalization
of quantum numbers.

With this in mind, consider a system of interacting
particles (fermions or bosons) on a d-dimensional lat-
tice with some global internal symmetry. Assume that
there is a bulk gap and no intrinsic bulk topological or-
der. Can such a system nevertheless have non-trivial sur-
face states that are topologically robust in the presence of
symmetry? Such states, known as Symmetry Protected
Topological (SPT) phases, are a generalization of the
free fermion topological phases to interacting systems.
For systems of interacting bosons (or the closely related
quantum magnets) there has been dramatic progress in
answering such questions. A classic example is the Hal-
dane spin-1 chain. This has a bulk gap and no fraction-
alization but nevertheless has non-trivial end states that

Physical

Fermion-Type

Classification

1
2 -Integer Spin

(Kramers)
Z3
2 = Z2 ⇥ Z2

2

(free-fermion)⇥(neutral boson)2

Integer Spin
(Non-Kramers)

Z2
2 = Z2

2 (chargeless boson only)

TABLE I. Classification of interacting topological insulators.
For both Kramers and non-Kramers fermions, SPT states
made out of charge neutral bosons (e.g., spins) made out
of the fermions are included, which gives a Z2

2 structure.
The Kramers fermion has an additional non-trivial root phase
coming from the free fermion topological insulator.

Topological Insulator

Representative surface

state

Free fermion TI Single Dirac cone
Topological paramagnet I

(eTmT )
Z2 spin liquid with Kramers

doublet spinon(e) and vison(m)
Topological paramagnet II

(efmf )
Z2 spin liquid with Fermionic

spinon(e) and vison(m)

TABLE II. Brief descriptions of the three fundamental non-
trivial topological insulators, with their representative surface
states. A more detailed description of the less familiar topo-
logical paramagnets can be found in the main text.

are protected by symmetry. A classification of all such
phases in d = 1 exists4. In higher-d substantial progress
toward classification in diverse dimensions5 has been re-
ported. The physical properties of various such bosonic
SPT phases in both two6–9 and in three dimensions10–15

have also been described in some detail.
The progress in understanding bosonic topological in-

sulators - which are clearly interaction dominated - sets
the stage for an attack on the issues raised by interac-
tion dominated fermion topological insulators, and is the
subject of the present paper. Though there has been
some progress in understanding interacting fermionic
SPT phases in one16 and two7,17 space dimensions, there

Obtain all 8 phases by taking combinations of root phases. 
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Comments 

 

 

1.  From electrons can always form bosons and put bosons in SPT. 

But not all such boson SPTs stay distinct in an electron system. 

2. No `intrinsically’ (root) electronic TI other than original topological band 
insulator. 
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Proof  
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Bulk EM response 

 

 

Start with EM response of any 3d insulator

L
eff

= L
Max

+ L
✓

(1)

L
✓

=

✓

4⇡2
~E. ~B

Under T -reversal, ✓ ! �✓.
Periodicity ✓ ! ✓ + 2⇡: only ✓ = 0,⇡ consistent with T -reversal.

If there are 2 distinct insulators with ✓ = ⇡, can combine to make ✓ = 0

insulator.

=> To look for new insulators, su�cient to restrict to ✓ = 0.
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Bulk magnetic monopole

 

 

Witten e↵ect => monopole charge

✓
2⇡ .

At ✓ = 0, monopole has charge 0.

Time reversal:

T �1mT = ei↵m†
(1)

T �1m†T = e�i↵m (2)

But can combine with (magnetic) gauge transformation to set ↵ = 0.

=> Monopole transforms trivially under T-reversal.

Symmetries of monopole fixed.

Remaining possibilities:

Bosonic versus fermionic statistics of the monopole.
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Bosonic magnetic monopole: implications for surface
effective theory

 

 

Tunnel monopole from vacuum into bulk

Tunneling event leaves behind surface excitation which has charge-0 and is 
a boson. 

A convenient surface termination- a surface superconductor*

Monopole tunneling leaves behind hc/e vortex which is a boson (and 
transforms trivially into a hc/e antivortex under T-reversal). 

*Careful proof: allow for surface SC to have coexisting topological order
(see Appendix of Wang, Potter, TS 13)
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Symmetry preserving surface

 

 

Disorder the superconducting surface: 

Condense the bosonic hc/e vortex. 

Result is a symmetry preserving insulating surface with ``intrinsic” topological order. 

hc/e vortex condensate => Charge quantized in units of e. 

=> Surface TQFT: every topological sector can be made neutral 
(integer charge => bind physical electrons to make neutral). 

Surface TQFT = (1, ε, ......) x (1,c) = (Neutral boson TQFT) x (1,c)

=> Bulk SPT order is same as for neutral boson SPT (supplemented by physical electron). 
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Topological paramagnets

 

 

Neutral boson SPTs with time reversal are classified by Z22. 

Describe as electron Mott insulators where spins form an SPT. 

Strong spin-orbit => spin system only has T-reversal symmetry. 

Two root states conveniently characterized by surface topological order. 

1. Topological paramagnet-I: 

 Z2 topological order where both e and m are Kramers (``within cohomology” state)

2. Topological paramagnet-II: 

``All fermion” Z2 topological order where all topological particles are fermions
(``Beyond cohomology” state). 
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Other phases? 

 

 

Why not first form Cooper pairs and put them in a boson SPT?

Surface topological order of Cooper pair SPT: 

Z2 gauge theory where both e and m carry charge -e (1/2 of 
Cooper pair charge).  

Add electrons to both e and m sectors: 

Neutral Kramers fermions in both e and m 

=> surface topological order of topological paramagnet

Already included in Z23 classification. 
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Bulk fermionic monopole? 

 

 

Can charge and monopole both be fermionic? 

Construct such a state:

Bose-Fermi mixture of charge-e fermions and charge-e bosons. 

Put fermions in trivial band insulator and bosons in boson SPT. 

Take boson gap to ∞ => bulk Hilbert space is that of a pure fermion 
system. 

External monopoles:

Bosons in SPT => neutral monopole is fermion (Wang, TS 13, Metlitski et 
al, 13). 
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Bulk fermionic monopole (cont’d) ? 

 

 

 But constructed state is not `edgable’ as a pure charge-e fermion system

(`Edgable’: Allow physical edge to vacuum). 

Symmetry preserving surface termination: 
Bosons have intrinsic Z2 topological order where e and m 
carry charge e/2, and ε is charge neutral. 

Boson charge gap = ∞=> e, m disappear from spectrum but ε survives. 

But ε is local with respect to all finite energy excitations 
=> surface spectrum admits a local charge neutral fermion. 

Not allowed in a pure fermion Hilbert space of charge-e electrons 

=> Fermionic monopole state not allowed in strict 3d in an electronic system 
(may be allowed at surface of 4+1-D SPT). 
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Physical characterization of the 8 interacting 3d TIs 

 

 

4 insulators with θ = 0: Trivial, 3 topological paramagnets

4 insulators with θ = π: Topological band insulator and its combinations with the 3 
topological paramagnets

How to tell in experiments? 

1. Symmetry preserving surface topological order?

Pro: full characterization of surface
Con: Not very practical 

2. Alternate: T-breaking surface without topological order (deposit ferromagnet)

Pro: Surface Hall transport as a practical signature 
Con: Only a partial characterization. 
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Hall transport signatures of interacting TIs 

 

 

Break T explicitly to get a `trivial’ surface: 

θ = π versus θ = 0 insulators: 
Surface electrical Hall conductivity of 1/2 for θ = π (versus 0 for θ = 0)

Surface thermal Hall conductivity: 
Two of the θ = π TIs have κxy = 1/2 ( including usual band TI)
Other two have κxy = 9/2. 

Similarly two of the θ = 0 TIs have κxy = 0 (including trivial insulator)
Other two have κxy = 4. 
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Aside: Role of Kramers 

 

 

In band theory, topological insulation relies on Kramers structure of electron. 

What precisely is role of Kramer’s structure of electron in enabling θ = π response in 
an interacting TI? 

Prove that θ = π requires Kramers structure  (Wang, Potter, TS 13; Metlitski, Kane, 
Fisher 13). 

Bulk monopoles are ``dyons” with charge ±1/2. 

Consider bound state of charge-1/2  ``dyon” with charge-1/2 ``antidyon”. 

Bound state carries electric charge-1 and magnetic charge-0 => identify with electron. 

What are its time reversal properties? 
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Role of Kramers (cont’d)  

These two see each other as relative monopoles. 

=> In bound state, EM field angular momentum is 
half-integer. 

Under T2 action, this `orbital’ part leads to T2 = -1. 

=> Bound state (= electron) must be Kramers doublet. 

End of proof. 

``Dyon” and  ``Anti-dyon” with same electric charge 
transform into each other. 

T �1d(1,1/2)T = d(�1,1/2) (1)

T �1d(�1,1/2)T = d(1,1/2)

d(qm,qe) is dyon operator with magnetic charge qm and electric charge qe.
4

of an SPT in (d+ 1) dimensions) must admit a physical
edge to the vacuum. We will show that time reversal
symmetric electronic systems with a fermionic monopole
are not edgable.

First we construct a bulk state with the desired prop-
erties. Consider a Bose-Fermi mixture, with both the
boson b and the electron c carrying charge-1. Now put
the electron into a trivial band insulator, and the bo-
son into a boson SPT state (labelled by its surface topo-
logical order eCmC). Then the charge-neutral external
monopole source becomes a fermion12,14. We initially
consider such a system in a geometry with no bound-
aries. We then tune the boson charge gap to infinity, so
that the charged bosons disappear from the spectrum,
and we are left with a purely electronic theory. But since
the fermionic monopole does not carry any boson charge,
it survives as the only charge-neutral monopole. Now the
bulk theory is exactly what we were looking for, but we
need to examine its boundary and see if it is consistent
with a time-reversal invariant electronic system.

As the electrons are in a trivial insulator they do not
contribute anything special on the boundary, so we only
have to worry about surface states of the eCmC boson
SPT. We first consider a symmetric surface state with
topological order. It is known10 that one of the possible
surface states of the eCmC boson SPT is described by
a Z

2

gauge theory with both e and m carrying charge-
1/2 and the ✏ fermion being charge-neutral. By setting
the boson charge-gap to infinity, the e and m particles
disapppear from the spectrum, but the neutral ✏ fermion
survives as a gauge-invariant local object, which is not al-
lowed in a system purely made of charged fermions. An-
other way to see the inconsistency of the surface is to look
at the surface state without topological order in which
time-reversal symmetry is broken. The boson topologi-
cal insulator leads to a surface electrical quantum hall
conductance �

xy

= ±1 and thermal hall conductance

xy

= 0.10 The di↵erence of �
xy

,
xy

between the two
time-reversal broken states should correspond to an elec-
tronic state in two dimensions without topological order.
Here we have ��

xy

= 2 and �
xy

= 0, which cannot be
realized from a purely electronic system without topo-
logical order. Hence the boundary as a purely electronic
theory is not consistent with time-reversal symmetry, and
the bulk theory cannot be realized in strict three dimen-
sions, although it may be realizable at the surface of a
four dimensional system.

Kramers fermions and ✓ = ⇡ topological insula-

tors: We now discuss the role of the Kramers structure
of the electron. For the free fermion topological insula-
tor it is well known that the Kramers structure is what
allows the topological insulator in the first place. Here
we wish to address the role of the Kramers structure
non-perturbatively directly from the electromagnetic re-
sponse. What precise role, beyond free fermion band
theory, does the Kramers structure of the electron play
in enabling a ✓ = ⇡ response? On the face of it it appears
that ✓ = ⇡ is still an acceptable response in a time re-

 

 

FIG. 1. For ✓ = ⇡, a monopole and anti-monopole become
charge- e2 dyons. Acting twice with T is equivalent to rotating
the pair by 2⇡, which gives Berry-phase �1 due to the half-
angular momentum of the EM field of the dyon-pair.

versal invariant insulator of non-Kramers (integer spin)
fermions. However we now give a general argument show-
ing that any gapped insulator with a ✓ = ⇡ response and
no intrinsic topological order necessarily has charge car-
riers that are fermionic and are Kramers doublet.
Consider the fate of the state when the global U(1)

symmetry is gauged. The ✓ value of ⇡ now implies
that the monopoles of the resulting U(1) gauge field are
‘dyons’ (in the Witten sense) and have electric charge
shifted from integer by 1

2

. Let us examine these dyons
carefully.
For convenience we label particles by (q

m

, q
e

), where
q
m

is the magnetic charge (monopole strength) and q
e

is the electric charge. Consider a strength-1 monopole
(dyon) which carries charge-1/2 due to ✓ = ⇡, labeled
as (1, 1/2), which under time-reversal transforms to the
(�1, 1/2) dyon, since electric charge is even while mag-
netic charge is odd under time-reversal. More precisely,
we have

T �1d
(1,1/2)

T = ei↵d
(�1,1/2)

(5)

T �1d
(�1,1/2)

T = ei�d
(1,1/2)

where d
(qm,qe)

denotes the corresponding dyon operator.

The exact value of the phase factor ei(↵��) is not mean-
ingful since it is not gauge-invariant (see Ref. 12 for a
discussion).
Now let’s consider the bound state of d

(1,1/2)

and
d
(�1,1/2)

, it has q
m

= 0 and q
e

= 1, which is nothing
but the fundamental charge of the system. The crucial
point here is that the two dyons see each other as an ef-
fective monopole. A quick way to see this is to view the
(�1, 1/2) dyon as the bound state of the electric charge
(0, 1) and (�1,�1/2) which is the anti-particle of (1, 1/2),
hence the Berry phase seen by the (�1, 1/2) dyon is the
same as that seen by a charge from a monopole. Hence
their bound state will carry half-integer orbital angular
momentum and fermionic statistics. The half-integer an-
gular momentum can also be obtained by calculating the
angular momentum of the gauge field24 which is given by

L =
q
e,1

q
m,2

� q
e,2

q
m,1

2
= 1/2. (6)

Hence we have established that the fundamental charge
is a fermion. To determine whether or not the fermion
is a Kramers doublet, we need to consider contributions
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Summary  

 
 

1. Interacting electron TIs in 3d have a Z23 classification

- apart from trivial and topological band insulators, 6 new TI phases with no 
non-interacting counterpart.

2.  Quantum `anamolous’ thermal Hall effect of surface a very useful probe in 
addition to electrical Hall effect.  

Other probes? 

3. Most important open question: 

what kinds of real electronic insulators may be these new 3d TIs? 
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